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About PlastExpert 

 

Internet portal PlastExpert (www.e-plastic.ru, www.plastexpert.ru) was founded in the end of 

2006 and already in 2010 PlastExpert became the leading portal in the ex-USSR Internet segment 

about the plastics industry. Now there are more than 13,000 registered users in PlastExpert and 

more than 17,000 independent persons visit PlasExpert each week, that’s 4-5 times more than any 

Russian plastics magazine monthly circulation. 

  

 Portal PlastExpert consists of the following main parts: 

 

- Number of articles about polymers, composites, rubber and TPE, pigments and additives, 

plastics processing, molds and dies, equipment, management of production, education and 

trainings, quality of plastic products, recycling. 

 

- Number of articles for consumers about plastics in: building, packaging, household, 

automotive, electronics, clothes, medicine, children, sport, etc. 

 

- Directory of the polymeric industry and catalog of the enterprises. 

 

- Bulletin board of the polymeric industry. 

 

- PlastExpert forum. 
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Some data about users of PlastExpert based on the statistics 

1. Visitors from 2021. 

Most part of PlastExpert visitors and users are located in Russia and other ex-USSR states. 

Almost all the visitors are Russian speaking persons. 

 

 

Visitors map September 2022 
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2. Visitors by region September 2022 

 

 

 

3. Age of visitors.  

PlastExpert visitors are mostly people worked in the plastics industry. Not many young 

people, like students, beginners. Almost 90% of visitors are older than 25 year old. 

 

 

4. Sources of visits 
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5. Search engine visitors (September 2022) 

Mostly visitors arrive to PlastExpert via two most popular in Russia search engines – Yandex 

(Russia, 55% of the market) and Google (USA, 40% of the market). 
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Advertisement in the PlastExpert 

 

We offer a few possibilities of advertisement, as standard as well special. 

 

Advertisement in the news-line and articles: 

 

PlastExpert daily news-line consists of the most important news of the plastics industry as 

Russian and CIS as foreign. Normally we put 3-5 most important and fresh news every day and all 

of them are also placed in the main page of the PlastExpert portal for one working day. All news 

from PlastExpert news-line are transferred to Russian national news-lines, Telegram @plasticrus 

and twitter channel @PlastExpert. Most important releases are transferred also to PlastExpert 

facebook community https://www.facebook.com/plastexpert.ru (temporary stopped according 

current laws). We can put your commercial information in the news-line. 

 

PlastExpert offers an advertisement in articles. Your company can send an article (Russian 

preferred) about your products in order to be placed in the suitable section of the PlastExpert portal. 

All articles and news from your company will be placed in PlastExpert for unlimited time. 

 

 Price of the news-line and article advertisement will be calculated individually depending on 

your request, but usually around 150 EUR per 1 article.   

 

Banner advertisement: 

 

 The best way to make an image of your company well-known and strong in Russia and CIS 

is banner at PlastExpert portal. Please, look at the banner scheme below. With a special request we 

can place a non-standard banner (e.g. square size banner) if it’s possible. A cost of any non-

standard banner you can have in the separate offer from PlastExpert. 
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 The big advantage of PlastExpert banners that they are in force in the all pages of the portal, 

for exception the PlastExpert forum which has its own design. 

Banner scheme (all pages for exception the forum) 
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Banner price 

Banner type Possible banner size File type Price 

(Euro per 

month) 

Price for banner 

rotation place 

(two banners in 

one place) 

A1 100%*120; 100%*90; 100%*60 GIF,SWF 350 200 

A2 100%*120; 100%*90; 100%*60 GIF,SWF 120 70 

C1 550*60 GIF,SWF 300 170 

C2 550*60 GIF,SWF 260 140 

C3 550*60 GIF,SWF 220 120 

C4 550*60 GIF,SWF 180 100 

R1 273*60 GIF,SWF 260 140 

R2 273*60; 273*490 GIF,SWF 260 140 

R3 273*60; 273*490 GIF,SWF 120 70 

R4 273*60; 273*490 GIF,SWF 180 100 

L2 256*60 GIF,SWF 260 140 

  

Advertisement in the Forum PlastExpert (http://forum.e-plastic.ru/) 

 

 Forum PlastExpert is the largest independent discussion forum about plastics in Europe and 

one of the largest plastics forums in the World also. There are more than 13,000 registered users 

and more than 190,000 posts in the forum (available in English also). Every day hundreds of people 

involved in plastics industry of Russia and CIS visit PlastExpert forum. 
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We offer the banner advertisement and a special forum advertisement as well. There are 3 

banners in the forum only – one long top-banner and two smaller 468x60 banners. Look at the 

scheme below. Banner in the Forum PlastExpert can help your company to be allocated favourably 

on the general background. 

 

Another possibility - we offer advertisers the independent commercial section of the forum 

PlastExpert and the rights of placement and a moderation of any information containing in it. On the 

main page of the forum the small banner of the customer takes place. The administration 

PlastExpert doesn't limit the advertiser in volumes and type of the commercial information placed in 

this section. 

 

Some of the standard sections of PlastExpert Forum are sponsored. That is a good image 

advertising which is not needs in your often visits of Forum. Offer includes a small but attractive 
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banner on the right side of the section’s name with active link to your website (look at the next 

picture).  

 

 

 

 

 

Special big banner inside the each section (marked in RED). Advertisement directly to the target! 
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Forum advertisement price 

Type 
Price 

(Euro per month) 

Price for banner 

rotation place (two 

banners in one place) 

Top forum banner 

  

100%x60 100%x90 100%x120  

Depend on the case 450  575  690 

Banner 468x60 (GIF,SWF) 300 200 

Commercial section 200 - 

Sponsor of section 170 - 

Big 700x60 banner insider the section 200  

  

 

Advertisement in the PlastExpert catalog of the enterprises (http://www.e-plastic.ru/catalog) 

 

PlastExpert introduces the expanded version of the electronic catalog of the enterprises.  

 

In paid version of registration in the catalog your customers will see: 

1. Information of the company and/or products – a volume is unlimited. 

2. Photo gallery - pictures with description - 10 photos max. 

3. The DIRECT active web link to your website. 

4. The exact address of the company connected with the Google maps. 

5. All the contact data. 

6. Company logo 150х80 on the main page of the catalog. 

7. Links to the news about your company placed in the PlastExpert news line. 

8. Video of your products OR PRESENTATION MOVIE of the Company. 

9. Brochure or catalog of the company products in PDF. 

10. Responses and feedback from your customers. 
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Please, look some examples web pages of companies here: 

Moretto full page https://e-plastic.ru/catalog/ob/moretto-s-p-a-1491471627  

ENGEL page https://e-plastic.ru/catalog/ob/engel-1491471644  

IneosStyrolution page https://e-plastic.ru/catalog/s/styrolution-1491479596  

JSW page https://e-plastic.ru/catalog/ob/yaponskie-litevye-mashiny-1491472506  

 

This very attractive option costs only (till the end of 2022): 

- 199 EUR for one year 

- 599 EUR for 10 YEARS! 

- Part of the example page of catalog: 
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Advertising in the PlastExpert Mailing. 

PlastExpert started its mailing a year ago. Normally mailing includes 4-5 the most important 

and most popular links which were created within last 2 weeks at PlastExpert newsline and forum. 

10,000+ verified users will receive your message directly by email together with important 

and interesting plastics news. 

The special cost of the mailing advertisement in 2023 is just 150 EUR per mailing. 

  

PlastExpert can offer some special advertisement according to your wishes. All projects will 

be discussed individually. We provide discounts for advertisement placement for a long term. 

Our customers are ENGEL, Moretto, Krauss-Maffei, IneosStyrolution, Haitian, Zhafir, Beier, 

Tahara, Borche, Aleko, Polyplastic, YUDO, Messe Dusseldorf, Jonwai, Formet plastic machinery, 

Atlant, Cybertech, JSW, Babyplast, Neotronics, SMC and many others. 

With questions connected with advertising in the portal PlastExpert we ask to call or email us  

Tel: +7 903 719 62 69. Email: adv@e-plastic.ru 

 

Elena Egorova, Director www.e-plastic.ru  
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